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thermabliss® Stones & Charges 

Advanced, Sanitary Thermal Wellness Massage 
 
 

Lead your Spa and your staff confidently into the future of massage and eliminate all the drawbacks of 

traditionally porous massage stones with the benefits of advanced thermabliss® Stones & Charges. Activated 

with natural minerals and water, thermabliss Stones represent a harmonious and synergistic blend of Mother 

Earth’s essential minerals, hand-crafted into an award-winning, feature rich, thermal wellness massage tool 

with game-changing self-heating benefits for spa clients, therapists, spa owner/operators and our global spa 

industry.   
 

thermabliss Stones are of the Earth and crafted by human hands for the most decerning spa practitioners.  

Sanitary and non-porous, thermabliss Stones are brilliantly formed porcelain stones with powerful thermal-

dynamic properties made from our Earth’s natural minerals kaolin, feldspar, quartz and clay then, fired in a 

high-bisque kiln and refined to a highly vitrified, glass-like density for both beauty and durability. Select the 

desired thermabliss Charge to energize your stones with unique heated and chilled blends of some of our 

Earth’s most powerful natural minerals magnesium, iron, salt and finally, add life-giving water to activate for 

sustainable and lasting, on-demand heated or chilled massage.  
 

Like regular stones but more effective, thermabliss Stones are made from Earth’s minerals to deliver instant 

and lasting enhanced treatment benefits with ergonomic features that simultaneously help protect our 

valued therapists from soft-tissue repetitive stress injuries. thermabliss Massage technology harnesses the 

energy of Earth’s natural mineral elements for the world’s safest, most advanced, client-exclusive thermal 

massage experience.  

 

What is in a thermabliss® Stone? 
 

Porcelain is a highly refined ceramic with the highest level of mechanical resistance, low porosity and high 

density, which, on a daily basis, provide it with durability, innocuity (safe for the body), soft touch and 

beauty.  
 

Kaolin is a naturally white, soft powder consisting principally of the mineral kaolinite and contains varying 

amounts of other minerals such as muscovite, quartz, feldspar, and anatase.  
 

Feldspar is of a group of rock-forming tectosilicate minerals that make up about 41% of the Earth's 

continental crust by weight. Feldspars crystallize from magma as both intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks 

and are also present in many types of metamorphic rock. 
 

Quartz is one of the most common minerals in the Earth’s crust. It is found in all forms of rock: igneous, 

metamorphic, and sedimentary. Quartz is physically and chemically resistant to weathering. When quartz-

bearing rocks become weathered and eroded, the grains of resistant quartz are concentrated in the soil, in 

rivers, and on beaches. The white sands typically found in riverbeds and on beaches are usually composed 

mainly of quartz, with some white or pink feldspar as well. 
 

Clay is not a single mineral, but several minerals. Clays fall into six general categories: kaolin, ball clays, fire 

clays, bentonite, common clays and Fuller’s Earth. Clays are abundant and common all over the world. 

 

http://costa-verde.com/en/porcelain-hotel-domestic-use/
https://www.britannica.com/science/kaolinite
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Each hand-crafted thermabliss® Stones is equipped with every vital massage tool feature:  
 

1. CROWN SURFACE:  2” x 3” broad side for maximum heat distribution into the larger areas 
2. THUMB POINT:  Unique knob feature for heated release of trigger points during deep tissue work 
3. THE EDGE:  3” innovative edge feature for stripping and lifting like a gua sha tool 
4. LONG ROUNDED SIDE:  3” long curved side for distributing heat to heavily muscled areas 
5. BALL END:  1 ¼” ball end for heated deep tissue and general thermal wellness massage 
6. CAP SIDE SURFACE:  3 ½” flat side with silicone cap for additional textured heat distribution 

 

thermabliss® advantages over traditional hot stones: 
  

o Non-Porous Stones for Sanitary, Client-Exclusive Massage Services 

o Sanitize & Disinfect in Under 60 Seconds for: 

▪ Quick Turnarounds  

▪ Labor Savings 

▪ Stress Elimination 

o Self-Heating Mineral Technology, H2O Activated 

o Continuous Heat for 100% Client Touch-Time – Better Treatments 

o Just 2 Stones per 90-Minute Service 

o Every Major Massage Tool Feature with Superior Ergonomics  

o No Electrical Appliances, Batteries or Cables 

o Lightweight, Portable and Ideal for Mobile Spa 

o Enhancements On-Demand – literally anywhere. 

 


